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Abstract. The relation between central-, forward-, and backward-finite differencing and

differentiation by Fourier transformation is developed. The conventional rule for differ-

entiation by Fourier transformation of a discretized function, namely, multiplication of

the Fourier transform of the function by ik and a subsequent inverse Fourier transforma-

tion, is shown to be a first-order approximation to more complete rules. Numerical

examples are provided.

Introduction. In modeling physical phenomena, it is often necessary to compute the

spatial or temporal gradient of the fields or physical property distributions (such as

velocity, density, conductivity, etc.). These gradients can be found by different methods,

one of which is multiplication of the Fourier transform of the fields by ik and inverse

Fourier transformation of the result. Since the boundaries between physical media are

often sharp, the physical properties have a corresponding step-like behavior, so that in

modeling the physical phenomena one is confronted with the need to take gradients of

discretized fields with high-frequency content. In this article it is shown that the ik

multiplication rule as applied to discretized functions is a first-order approximation to

more complete rules. These rules are derived for differentiation of discretized functions

and are related to central-, forward-, backward-finite differencing. It is also shown by

examples that while the ik rule fails badly when applied to high-frequency fields, the new

rules give the exact finite-difference results.

Central-finite differencing relation. Consider a function f(x), discretized at N points

from x = -N/2 to x = N/2 in equal intervals of Ax. To perform a Fourier transforma-

tion on this function spatial and spectral sampling is chosen as

x = juAjc, h = -N/2,-N/2 + 1,. ..,0,1,2,. ..,N/2, (1)

k = v\k, v = -N/2,-N/2 + 1,...,0,1,2,..., N/2, (2)
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where the spatial and spectral discretizations are related by

AxAk = 2-u/N, (3)

which is the minimal relationship imposed on the uncertainties in any two dual spaces by

the connection between their Fourier transforms.

It is now shown that central-finite differencing will lead to a relation for differentiation

by Fourier transformation that produces exactly the same derivatives as central differenc-

ing when used on discretized functions. The examples shown illustrate that the new

differentiation rule produces finite-difference derivatives of discretized continuous and

discontinuous functions as well as discretized distributions.

Since Ax = 2^/NAk, the central-difference formula for the derivative of f(x) is written

as

df(x) = f(x + 2ttr/NAk) - f(x - 2m/NAk) , .
dx 2(2t7/NAk) ' 1 '

Denoting the convolution operation by * and recognizing that

'(* ~Mk)~ C x°)'Xx«)dx« ■ S(* " Iii)"/(x>■

and

/(x + Wk)~C'[x + Mk' x«),{x-] dx«" s(*+ m) 'f<x)-

Eq. (4) is written as

- {[s(* + Mk) " S(* " Ml)]'7''1}

+ ,5)

where F and F 1 represent the direct and inverse Fourier transform operations.

Since S(x ± 2-n/NAk) and exp(±i2ir/NAk) are Fourier pairs, and Fourier transfor-

mation of the convolution of two functions in the spatial domain leads to multiplication of

their Fourier transforms in the spectral domain, Eq. (5) may be written as

= /^'{^^[expOTsr*:) - exp(-i^-Ar)] -F[/(*)]j

| iNAk expjijfrk) - exp(-im^k) /r[yr(^)]| (6)
= /T-1/
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Since Ax = 2m/NAk and k = vAk, the following global differentiation formula results:

= ^-,{<'sin(2**/JVA*) • F[f(x)}}

= ~F-1{ism(2^V/N)-F[f(x)]}. (7)

Note that since

Sin^NKik - STi Sl +5I •••• (8)

Equation (7) can be expressed as

1 _ ; / t - \ 3

*"[/(*)]

df(x) _ NAk
dx 2 77

2" +
MA: 3! \ 7VA/:

v 3

Keeping the first-order term and neglecting higher-order terms, Equation (9) reduces to

^- = F~l{ikF[f(x)\}= ,,)/■[/(*)]). (10)

which is the usual differentiation rule normally used. However, Equation (10) often does

not produce satisfactory results when used on discretized functions, as is later shown in

examples.

Generalization of Equation (7) to the nth derivative leads to the relation

d"f(x) 1 r-il

dx" (Ax)"
{ /sin(^f) -F[/(x)]|. (11)

Examples of the first, second, and third derivatives are later presented in the form of

graphs for distributions and continuous and discontinuous functions.

Forward- and backward-finite differencing relations. The same procedure can be used for

finding the Fourier transformation differentiation formula that results from the forward-

and backward-finite differencing. The forward relation is now developed.

dx -2?r 277

-F-'F^t- SU +
2 7T

'/(*)
df(x) f(x + -^)-f(x) NAk\ I 2,7 \ 1

(x + Wk) ~ *^x>> = F~l^~[exP('i&k) ~ f [/(*)]

= ^F-1[exp(z^)-l] -F[/(jc)]

1 „ 1 / T _ \ 2 ;/1_\3

F[f(x)]. (12)4-fi
Ax N 2\\N 3! \ N
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Similarly, backward differencing leads to the relation

1 [l - exp(-/f r)] • /^[/(Jf)]
dx Ax '

= ^-F'1
Ax

2v 1 / 2m \2 i ( 277 x3

''T"+2! AT" "3! AT"1 + ■F[f(x)]. (13)

Extension of Eqs. (12) and (13) to the «th derivative is straightforward.

It is observed that central, forward, and backward differentiation by Fourier transfor-

mation relations (i.e., Eqs. (9), (12), and (13)) are exactly the same to the first order in v. It

is also noted that the effect of excluding higher-order terms on differentiation will be felt

more strongly in the higher-frequency regions of the function.

Numerical examples. In Figs. 1-3, numerical first, second, and third derivatives of

discretized delta, step, and Gaussian functions are exhibited using differentiation by

Fourier transformation with both the first order, 2-rrv/N, as well as the full infinite order

I mag
(Ax)

Ima6 (T7) /r~'{sin77",'/r[/(-x)]} °~

0.5

Real ]

1 X = 32
* 32

1

0 -1

Fig. I. First derivative of a "discretized delta" function. Both the real and imaginary parts are shown. Central

differencing relations are compared to the conventional rule.
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Fig. 2. Second derivative of a "discretized delta" function. Both the real and imaginary parts are shown.

Central differencing relations are compared to the conventional rule.

series sm(27rv/N), corresponding to the central differencing differentiation. Figs. 4 and 5

show the differentiation of the same discretized delta function using the forward and

backward differentiation relations, respectively. Comparisons show that the oscillations in

the derivative resulting from the conventional rule have been corrected, and that the

imaginary part of the derivative is negligible in the new formulation, as it should be.

Fig. 6 displays the derivative of a sampled "smooth" Gaussian function using the

central difference formulas. For this case, the real part of the conventional Fourier rule

and the new Fourier rule results compare. However, the magnitude of the imaginary part

of the new Fourier method is smaller than the conventional Fourier method by orders of

magnitude. Fig. 7 displays the derivative of a discretized straight line. The conventional

method produces a clearly incorrect oscillating derivative. In all cases, 64 points were

taken to uniformly sample the function. The Fourier transformation is performed by a fast

Fourier transformation algorithm, and the function is made symmetric in the folded

region. The plots represent the symmetric function in the full folded domain. In all cases

the function and both the real and imaginary parts of the results are presented.
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Fig. 3. Third derivative of a "discretized delta" function. Both the real and imaginary parts are shown. Central

differencing relations are compared to the conventional rule.
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Fig. 4. First derivative of a "discretized delta" function. Both the real and imaginary parts are shown.

Forward differencing relations are compared to the conventional rule.
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Fig. 5. First derivative of a "diseretized delta" function. Both the real and imaginary parts are shown.

Backward differencing relations are compared to the conventional rule.
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Fig. 6. First derivative of a "smooth function" (Gaussian). Both the real and imaginary parts are shown.

Central differencing relations were used and the analytic first derivative is shown.
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Fig. 7. First derivative of a "smooth function" (straight line). Both the real and imaginary parts are shown.

The conventional method produces the derivative with errors up to 40%.


